Goat Shed design

Goat house plays an important role in the goat farming. The productivity of farm totally depend on the design of your goat farm. So have to proper knowledge of goat farming and their shed before starting the goat farming business.

The goat house or shed should be well ventilated, so the fresh air comes inside and bad gases go outside from the shed.

The floor area of the goat shed should be clean and dry 24 hours, the soil floor is best for the goats because it dry very soon compared to cemented floor.

For the Indian tropical condition, the east west direction (length) is best. You can ake the length as much as your need. The width of the farm should not be more than 20. This is the scientific design of goat farm by indus goat farm you can change it according to your need and your land condition.

Dimension of House
This is the shed design by Indus goat farm. We share this design in our 2 days goat farming training. If you are looking to start goat farming training from reputed goat farm than Indus goat farm teach you the complete goat farming from start to end.

**Orientation or direction of shed**